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The Thirty-fifth 
University of Minnesota, Morris 
Commencement · Ceremonies 
at Four O'Clock 
Friday, the Twelfth of June, 
Nineteen Hundred and Ninety-eight 
Morris, Minnesota 
Board of Regents 
University of Minnesota 
HONORABLE ROBERTS. BERGLUND, ROSEAU 
HONORABLE JULIE A. BLEYHL, MADISON 
HONORABLE WILLIAM E. HOGAN II, MINNEAPOLIS 
HONORABLE WARREN C. LARSON, BAGLEY 
HONORABLE DAVID R. METZEN, SOUTH ST. PAUL 
HONORABLE fl. BRYAN NEEL, ROCHESTER 
HONORABLE MICHAEL O' KEEFE, MINNEAPOLIS 
HONORABLE WILLIAM R. PETERSON, MINNEAPOLIS 
HONORABLE JESSICA J. PHILLIPS, VIRGINIA 
HONORABLE THOMAS R. REAGAN, GILBERT 
HONORABLE MAUREEN R. REED, STILLWATER 
HONORABLE PATRICIA A. SPENCE, RICE 
PRESIDENT MARK G. YUDOF 
Morris Campus Administration 
DAVID C. JOHNSON, CHANCELLOR 
CATHLEEN K. BRANNEN, VICE CHANCELLOR FOR FINANCE 
GARY L. MCGRATH, VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS 
SAMUEL V. SCHUMAN, VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND DEAN 
C. FREDERICK FARRELL, CHAIR 
Division of the Humanities 
CRAIG M. KISSOCK, CHAIR 
Division of Education 
MICHAELS. KORTH, CHAIR 
Division of Science and Mathematics 
JOOINN LEE, CHAIR 
Division of the Social Sciences 
Dear Families and Friends of the Class of 1998: 
This letter is an opportunity for me, on behalf of all of us who are faculty, staff, and students at the University 
of Minnesota, Morris, to welcome you to the richest and most colorful of the ceremonies we hold each year, the 
graduation today of 380 of our students. We share with you our pride in these members of the Class of 1998. 
We can all be proud of our Morris campus. It is one of the nation's distinctive colleges. In part this is because 
of our curriculum, in part the selectivity of our student body, in part our determination to remain small, 
undergraduate, and residential. But it is more than that. We are integral to the University of Minnesota. We are 
that great institution's residential liberal arts college. This class of 1998 graduates today in the University's 
name; this faculty is appointed to its ranks. No other liberal arts college in the nation has our combination of 
geographical separation from and organizational integration into a major public research university. 
This nation is the envy of the world for our many small distinctive liberal arts colleges of high quality. The 
contributions of graduates from these schools are beyond any predictions we would make from their proportions 
of the total national student population. There are forces in these small selective residential colleges with their 
focus upon teaching which have made them cauldrons of productivity. It is to the credit of the University of 
Minnesota and the vision of its Regents that they should have provided not only eminent graduate and 
professional faculties in the Twin Cities but a liberal arts college of such excellence here in Morris. These 
achievements have been recognized in a most important place. The Carnegie Commission for the Advancement 
of Teaching recently reclassified us as a national liberal arts college, one of only six public insti,tutions in the 
nation to be in this category. More recently, U. S. News and World Report selected UMM as the locale for a story 
they published about the existence of this handful of small public liberal arts colleges and the alternative they 
provide to other types of higher education. 
We are in a crucial stage of development here at Minnesota, Morris. The quality of our entering classes, measured 
by the number of National Merit Scholars and University Presidential Scholars, or by high school rank and test 
scores, continues to be very strong. And, the good fortune we experienced this year, the state appropriation of 
$28,200,000 this spring to the Morris Campus will provide us one of the finest small college science and 
mathematics centers anywhere. We are a national model for public liberal arts education. We are a link between 
the public tradition and the many private liberal arts colleges of the region. 
Something more than test scores and high academic reputation distinguishes this place. I speak of the quality 
of student life here. I am proud of the opportunities here to involve students in the governance of the campus. 
This commitment to preparation for leadership for our students is something we cherish. That participatory 
quality is possible because of the determination of faculty and staff to make this an outstanding environment for 
our students. 
May you have a memorable day here. This is a day of excitement for you. It is a day of sadness, too, as you share 
with these graduates their feelings on leaving their campus and friends. May you all carry away from here a sense 
of the "Cougar Pride" which describes the Morris campus of the University of Minnesota. It is a day in which 
I feel very personally these twin emotions - joy and sadness - for I, too, am leaving the campus to begin my 
retirement years. Thus, I feel a special and strong bond with you, The Class of 1998. 
David Johnson 
Chancellor 
Commencement Program 
David Johnson, Chancellor, Presiding 
PROCESSIONAL (please remain seated) 
Pomp and Circumstance - March No. 1 ............. ...... .... .. ............ ............... ............................... ..... .... .. ..... .... .. Edward Elgar 
Concert Band 
Pamela Chester, Instructor in Music, Conductor 
Mace Bearer: James Gremmels, Professor of English 
Faculty Marshal: Sinmin Wu, Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
The Star Spangled Banner (please rise) ..... ..... .... ...... .. .. .... .. ..... .. ... ... ..... ....... .... ... ............. .. .... ... .... ...... .. .. Francis Scott Key 
arr. Damrosch/Sousa 
Led by Michael Trosvig, Fergus Falls, '98 
WELCOME 
David Johnson 
GUEST RECOGNITION 
Mark Yudof, President 
University of Minnesota 
The Honorable Jessica Phillips 
Member of the University of Minnesota Board of Regents 
The Honorable Patricia Spence 
Member of the University of Minnesota Board of Regents 
Tonya Moten Brown 
Chief of Staff, President's Office, University of Minnesota 
REMARKS 
Mark Yudof, President 
University of Minnesota 
PRESENTATION OF THE CURTIS H. LARSON A WARD 
Recipient and Student Speaker: Sarah Nylander, Brooklyn Park 
GRADUATION ADDRESS 
David Johnson 
Chancellor of the University of Minnesota, Morris 
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MUSICAL SELECTION 
Masada .... ....... .. ... .. .... ....... ..... .... ........ ..... ...... ... ....... .. .. ... .......... ....... ... ... ...... ... .. ................ .. .. .. ... .......... ........ . Ralph Hultgren 
Concert Band 
GREETINGS 
Ed Caillier, Minneapolis, President, Morris Campus Alumni Association 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
Samuel Schuman, Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Dean 
(As each candidate is presented, he or she will cross the stage and receive congratulations from Chancellor Johnson and 
Regent Spence. As a courtesy, please withhold all applause and individual response until the reading of all names has 
been completed. A professional photographer will take a picture of each graduate as the diploma is received and will 
contact the graduate by mail. There will be opportunities to take personal photographs in the Mall area following the 
ceremony.) 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
Regent Spence 
MUSICAL SELECTION 
Gaudeamus Igitur (Male VoiceaJ Arr . • .,, r. J. G. 
1.Gau-de-a-mua 1- S"i-tur, Ju-vene11 dum sumua; Postjucundam juventu-tem , 
_, 
Poatmolestam aenec-tutem,Noa ha.-be-bit hu - mus,Noa ha-be-bit hu mu~. 
Vivant membra qua,- li -bet, Semperaint in tlo - re, Semper ■i.nt-in tlo re. 
(2. Raise we, then, the joyous shout, Life to Alma Mater! Life to each professor here, Life to all our comrades dear, 
May they leave us never.) 
Concert Choir 
Kenneth Hodgson, Associate Professor of Music, Director 
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RECESSIONAL (please remain seated) 
University Grand March . ..... ....... ...... .... ... .... .. .... ...... ... ......... .... ... .... ... ....... ..... .. ... ..... ... ... .... .... .. ..... Edwin Franko Goldman 
Concert Band 
The audience is requested to remain seated until all of the graduates and faculty have departed from the mall. 
COLOR GUARD 
Yvonne Joseph, Virgin Islands Mario French, Virgin Islands 
STUDENT MARSHALL 
Rachel Neset, Ada Andrea Wojtanowicz, Rice 
The Color Guard and Student Marshalls are participants in the UMM Honors program. 
USHERS 
Volunteer students and staff of the campus community and retired staff members. 
RECEPTION 
A reception, hosted by Chancellor David Johnson, will be held in Oyate Hall following the ceremony. Graduates, their 
families, and friends are cordially invited to stay and enjoy the fellowship of this special moment. 
GALLERY EXHIBITION 
The Humanities Fine Arts Center Gallery, now featuring the 1998 Senior Student Exhibition, is open to visitors before 
and after the commencement ceremony. 
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Candidates for Degrees 
Subject to completion of all curriculum requirements, degrees will be conferred as indicated on those listed below, and upon 
such others as may meet the graduation requirements. Majors of the graduates are listed after the hometown. 
Kim Marie Adams, Blaine 
Management, Economics 
with high distinction 
Karen Lee Allen, St. Paul 
Psychology, Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
with high distinction 
Steven Paul Amundsen, Wahpeton, ND 
English 
Christina Elizabeth Anderson, Eden Prairie 
Biology 
with distinction 
with honors 
Christina Marie Anderson, Hibbing 
Management, Economics 
Denise Jean Anderson, Hoffman 
Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
Tara Jean Anderson, Blaine 
Elementary Education 
Becky Ellen Armstrong, Hancock 
Liberal Arts for the Human Services, Sociology 
John Wesley Atkinson, Jr., Chicago, IL 
Sociology 
Ryan James Bahn, Kimball 
Biology 
Erika L Bailey, Williams 
Biology 
with distinction 
Frederick M. Ballew IV, Richfield 
*Music 
Karen Ann Banken, Appleton 
Biology 
with distinction 
Tracy Lawrence Barries, San Jose, CA 
Sociology 
Eric Jonathan Bass, East Bethel 
Area: Statistics 
Dana Curtis Beckler, Fergus Falls 
Biology 
Ryan A. Behnke, Sioux Falls, SD 
Management, Computer Science 
Eric D. Berglund, St. Louis Park 
Biology 
Jenny Rebecca Bergman, Willmar 
Elementary Education 
Gina Sue Beyer, North Mankato 
Elementary Education 
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Michelle Lynn Bierbrauer, Maple Grove 
*Mathematics, German 
with distinction 
Jody Lynn Blindauer, Cavour, SD 
English, Theatre Arts 
with honors 
Tiffaney Kathleen Borchardt, Fairmont 
Biology, French 
Andrew David Borer, Brooklyn Park 
English 
with distinction 
Anna Christine Bosch, Plymouth 
Biology 
with honors 
Michael Scott Bragge, Princeton 
Biology 
Rachael Anne Bragge, Eagle Bend 
Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
Eric Thomas Brandt, Mankato 
Philosophy, Psychology 
Cory Cortez Brannon, Plantation, FL 
Sociology 
Kurt Norman Brausen, Pierz 
Biology 
Kristian A. Brogger, Minneapolis 
Political Science 
Amy Honora Brown, St. Paul 
Elementary Education, English 
Kevin Paul Brustuen, Alberta 
Speech Communication 
Heidi Marilyn Buck, Brainerd 
Elementary Education 
Guy R Budinger, Ham Lake 
Area: Anthropology 
Kari Dianne Bunjer, Ivanhoe 
Biology 
Nyisha Denise Burnett, Chicago, IL 
Speech Communication 
Tricia Lynn Buss, Luverne 
Political Science, Psychology 
with distinction 
Erin Somer Capps, Kerkhoven 
Elementary Education 
Bruce Allen Carlson, Swanville 
Geology 
Ignacio S. Carmona, El Paso, TX 
Latin American Area Studies 
Sara Ione Carstensen, Sturgis, SD 
Psychology 
Lori Ann Carver, Pierz 
Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
Abigail Marie Chase, Minneapolis 
Elementary Education 
with distinction 
Karee Lynn Chevalier, Belle Plaine 
Biology 
with distinction 
Marcy Marie Christensen, Danube 
Chemistry 
with distinction 
Mark Andrew Christiansen, Brainerd 
Biology 
Laura Meredith Churack, Fridley 
Political Science, Social Science 
Jennifer Lynn Cole, Apple Valley 
Biology, Psychology 
Jason Aryeh Corley, Charleston, SC 
Computer Science 
Shiloh Mandy Cornick, Albert Lea 
German 
Bradley Douglas Dahl, Annandale 
Elementary Education 
Denis Orlan Dahl , Annandale 
Economics, Management 
Angela Marie Dahlager, Grafton , ND 
Psychology 
Adrian G. Daley, Welch 
Computer Science 
with distinction 
Terri Jo Dallmann, Nicollet 
Psychology, Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
Molly Marie Davern, West St. Paul 
Mathematics 
Julie Ann Davies, Duluth 
Geology 
Margaret M. Davis, Stillwater 
Geology 
Rachel Davis, Chicago, IL 
Biology 
Rueben Paul Davis, San Jose, CA 
Area: Sports Management 
Tinisha Nicole Davis, San Jose, CA 
Political Science, English 
with distinction 
Amber Kathryn Day, Monticello 
Sociology 
Todd Christopher Diede, Springfield 
English 
William Earl Doering, Wykoff 
Chemistry 
with high distinction 
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Thomas Joseph Dokken, Red Wing 
Philosophy 
Timothy Joseph Donelon, Eden Prairie 
Chemistry 
Patricia Lynn Dorn, Glenwood 
*Music 
with high distinction 
Mitchell Ray Dorr, Grand Marais 
*Social Science 
Kristina Faye Drewes, Duluth 
English 
Christopher John Duden, Red Wing 
Computer Science 
Anthony John Dylong, Golden Valley 
Elementary Education 
Diana R. Eastman, Flandreau, SD 
Management 
Cassie Michelle Eidem, Morris 
Sociology, Women 's Studies 
with high distinction 
Karla Marie Eidem, Bloomington 
Geology 
Erik Christopher Erickson, Glenwood 
Management 
Carmen Jo Falkingham, Browns Valley 
Elementary Education 
Kristi Ann Fehr, Chokio 
Elementary Education 
Louise A Ferry, Benson 
Liberal Arts for the Human Services, Music 
with distinction 
Rachel Jean Firchow, Columbia Heights 
Elementary Education 
Stephanie Dawn Fjeldheim, Aberdeen, SD 
English 
William C. Fletcher, Glenwood 
Political Science, Sociology 
Sarah Jane Foell, Delano 
Biology 
Daniel L Ford, Olympia, WA 
Philosophy 
Stephen Todd Fraley, Plymouth 
Spanish, Political Science 
with high distinction 
Jon Daniel Fransen, Canby 
Biology 
Kari Ann Fredricksen, Stillwater 
Elementary Education 
with distinction 
Stephen J Fricke, Columbia Heights 
Economics, Management 
Jessica Rae Fuder, Fergus Falls 
Biology 
Rosa I. Fuentes-Betting, Willmar 
Spanish 
with high distinction 
Stacy Ann Gaboury, St. Francis 
History 
Kelly Marie Gabrick, Minneapolis 
Psychology 
Sara Anne Gauff, Apple Valley 
*Psychology 
Garth Gerald Gavenda, Glenwood 
Speech Communication, Political Science 
Lisa Marie General, Niagara Falls, NY 
Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
Janie L. Geyen, St. Bonifacius 
English, Philosophy 
with distinction 
Amy Gwen Gingrich, Trempealeau, WI 
Computer Science 
with high distinction 
with honors 
Melissa Marie Giordano, Stillwater 
Management, Economics 
with distinction 
Brooke Mae Glocke, Centerville 
Biology 
Nathan Alexander Gorr, Glencoe 
Speech Communication 
Charles John Gorrill, Corcoran 
Studio Art 
Kimberly Jean Graunke, Faribault 
Elementary Education 
with distinction 
Jody L. Gray, Ridge view, SD 
English 
Deron Jefferson Greenwaldt, Eagle Bend 
Computer Science 
Debra Ann Grong, Madison 
Political Science 
Greta Joan Grossman, Chokio 
Management 
Aaron Gerald Gruber, Pierz 
Biology 
Chris Peter Gudmastad, Winona 
Economics, Management 
Emily Eve Gulbrandson, Rosemount 
Psychology 
Siri Elin Hakala, Afton 
Biology 
Mark N. Halvorson, Glenwood 
*Speech Communication, Theatre Arts 
Ricardo O'Neil Hamilton, Orlando, Fl 
Biology 
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Michael Louis Harrelson, Marshall, MN 
Economics, Management 
with distinction 
Benjamin M. Hause, Northfield 
Chemistry, Biology 
with distinction 
Alycia Grace Hayes, Litchfield 
Biology 
Camille Tryntje Haynes, Holyoke 
Chemistry 
Celeste Marie Haynes, Holyoke 
Biology 
Luke Anthony Heikkila, Afton 
Speech Communication 
with distinction 
Anita Frances Helmin, Foley 
Management 
Nichole Renee Henjum, Eagan 
Sociology 
JuliaAnne Margaret Hesse, St. Paul 
Sociology 
Michael L. Heuer, Cottage Grove 
Biology 
Rhonda Kay Heuer, Norwood 
Elementary Education 
Jacquelynn Beth Hiatt, Morris 
Art History, Area: Anthropology 
Amy Elizabeth Hilleren, Danvers 
Sociology 
with distinction 
Tess Irene Hilty, Finlayson 
Studio Art, Art History 
Chad Jerrol Hoffman, Montgomery 
Geology 
Josie Blea Hoffman, Starbuck 
Psychology 
with distinction 
Karla Marie Hoffman, Blaine 
Management 
with distinction 
Sandra Faye Hohnstadt, Waterville 
*Mathematics 
with distinction 
Adam Charles Hollingsworth, Morris 
*Music 
Jill Alisa Holmen, Brainerd 
English 
with distinction 
Susan Jean Holstad, Albert Lea 
Chemistry 
Stacy Lynn Holt, Stillwater 
Studio Art, Art History 
with distinction 
Tricia Kelly Horn, Brainerd 
*Biology 
Shawntan Micole Howell, Chicago, IL 
Area: Computer Science & Statistics 
Bethany Alison Hummel, Pipestone 
Theatre Arts 
Sarah Gray Humrickhouse, Brainerd 
English, Spanish 
with high distinction 
Joana Fatema Husain, Dhaka, Bangladesh 
Area: Human Resources Management 
Peter Delroy Iten, Coon Rapids 
Management 
Latina Yvette Iverson, Chicago, IL 
English 
Bridget Therese Jacques, Prior Lake 
Biology, Psychology 
with high distinction 
Patrick Timothy Jarvis, Woodbury 
*Music 
with distinction 
Victoria Lynn Jensen, Corcoran 
Psychology, Speh Communication 
with distinction 
with honors 
Jolene Lynn Johnson, Zimmerman 
Elementary Education 
Kerry Gwen Johnson, Sioux Falls, SD 
Chemistry 
Gwendolyn Anna Jorgens, Crookston 
Biology 
Amy Lynn Jump, Sioux Falls, SD 
*Music 
Jodi Alan Just, Howard Lake 
Psychology 
Jill Marie Kane, Mendota Heights 
Liberal Arts for the Human Services, Psychology 
Michael John Kappel, Rogers 
Management 
Laura Ann Kelnhofer, Crystal 
English, Speech Communication 
with high distinction 
with honors 
Martin Anders Kempe, Hopkins 
History, English 
with distinction 
Kerry Beth Kennedy, St. Paul 
English, Management 
Seth Leonard Kersten, New Ulm 
Chemistry 
Robert Steven Kess, Litchfield 
Chemistry 
with high distinction 
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Nathan Paul Kieffer, Morris 
Philosophy 
Matthew E. Kiffmeyer, Clearwater 
Computer Science 
Brian Paul Kirlin , Avoca 
Economics, Management 
with high distinction 
Jessica Lea Klarstrom, Montrose 
Biology 
with high distinction 
Melanie Elizabeth Kleiss, Little Canada 
Biology, German 
with high distinction 
Sandra Jo Knutson, Odessa 
Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
with high distinction 
Kari Lynn Kollmann, Pipestone 
Elementary Education, Psychology 
with high distinction 
Kristen Ann Koob, Nisswa 
Elementary Education 
Paul Heinrich Koopman, Milbank, SD 
Speech Communication 
with distinction 
Ryan Matthew Krisko, Eden Prairie 
Chemistry 
with distinction 
Connie Kay Krusemark, Wendell 
Management 
Stacy Lee Krusemark, Pipestone 
Economics 
Kimberly Kay Kvatum, Morris 
German 
with distinction 
Amy Jo Lamb, Alexandria 
Management 
Anna Marie Larson, Albert Lea 
*English 
Christina Marie Larson, Sanborn 
Biology 
with distinction 
Heather Lynn Larson, Minnetonka 
Chemistry 
Melanie Joy Larson, Little Canada 
Psychology 
Stacey Lynn Larson, Frazee 
Psychology 
Susan Jean Larson, Redwood Falls 
Psychology 
with distinction 
Alina Mae Lazarz, Lino Lakes 
Sociology 
Cynthia L. Lewis, Chicago, IL 
Speech Communication 
Heidi J. Lindgren, Aitkin 
Geology, Sociology, Area: Anthropology 
Jason Paul Lindquist, Alexandria 
Biology 
Nigel L. Linssen, Granite Falls 
History 
with distinction 
Julie Anne Longstreet, Jasper 
*Mathematics 
with distinction 
Corina Louise Lopez, El Pasb, TX 
*Sociology, Social Science 
Cory Daniel Loxtercamp, Paynesville 
Biology 
with high distinction 
Vicki Joy Lunde, St. Anthony 
Psychology 
Emily C. Lunz, Bloomington 
Speech Communication 
with high distinction 
Christopher Q. Lynch, Willmar 
Philosophy, Political Science 
Jamie Sue MacDougall, Duluth 
*English 
Laura Lee Madsen, LaCrescent 
Geology 
Robert Christopher Madsen, Heron Lake 
Economics, Management 
with distinction 
Deborah Jean Maertens, Fergus Falls 
Latin American Area Studies 
with high distinction 
Christie Kay Magnan, Delano 
Elementary Education 
Joshua Aaron Majsterski, Blaine 
Computer Science 
Sarah Marie Maki, Cook 
Art History, Studio Art 
with distinction 
Rebecca Jo Malmstrom, Mahtomedi 
Theatre Arts 
with distinction 
Melissa Beth Maloney, International Falls 
Political Science 
with distinction 
Marikah Mancini, Kimball 
Spanish, Economics 
with high distinction 
with honors 
Brent Dennis Marquardt, Andover 
Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
Maureen Lynn Marsollek, Inver Grove Heights 
Biology, Elementary Education, English 
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Jennifer Marie Martin, Little Falls 
Elementary Education 
with distinction 
Lisa Mildred Martin, Erwin, SD 
Computer Science 
with distinction 
Lora Mary Martin, Erwin, SD 
Computer Science 
Nefertira A. Martin, Chicago, IL 
Speech Communication 
Jyl S. Matson, Fosston 
Biology 
Jeremy Wade Mattson, Lake Park 
Economics, Management 
with distinction 
Marcus James Maurer, St. Michael 
History 
Shannon Marie Maurer, South Haven 
Studio Art, Art History 
with high distinction 
Gina Elizabeth Mauss, Hokah 
Art History 
Charles Anthony McBroom, Hillside, IL 
Biology 
Shannon Marie McDougall, Glencoe 
Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
Kari Ann Mehlhop, New Ulm 
*English, Spanish, Latin American Area Studies 
with high distinction 
Kirstin E. Melaas, Glenwood 
English 
Faith Renee Middleton, Stillwater 
Liberal Arts for the Human Services, Area: Women 's 
Studies 
with distinction 
Kelly Marie Migyanko, Chanhassen 
Elementary Education 
Amy Beth Miller, Buffalo 
History, European Studies 
with distinction 
Beth Ann Miller, Buffalo 
English 
with distinction 
Matthew Peter Mills, Eden Prairie 
Economics, Management 
wiih distinction 
Jason Keith Mitchell, Trosky 
Management, Economics 
Stephen Richard Moeller, Gilbert 
Political Science 
Erin M. Moline, Slayton 
Chemistry 
Kevin Hayward Monroe, San Jose, CA 
Economics 
Joanna Beth Monson, Gibbon 
English, Speech Communication 
Elizabeth Ann Moore, Brooklyn Park 
Biology 
with distinction 
Jessica Ruth Moran, Wadena 
Biology 
Matthew George Moran, Little Falls 
*English, French 
Jodin Christopher Morey, Phoenix, AZ 
Music 
Elizabeth Mary Moriarty, Richville 
European Studies 
Lisa Marie Morrison, Detroit Lakes 
Economics, Management 
with distinction 
Mark Thomas Moshier, Little Falls 
Management, Economics 
with distinction 
Angela Marie Mulder, Luverne 
Elementary Education 
Wendy Jean Murphy, Fairfax 
Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
Rachel Rebecca Muscoplat, Plymouth 
*English 
with distinction 
Alonzo D. Myers, Chicago, IL 
Elementary Education 
Amber Leah Neff, Bemidji 
Spanish 
Carrie Suzanne Nelson, Stillwater 
Elementary Education 
with high distinction 
Jeffrey Scott Nelson, Evansville 
Management 
Rhea Ann Nelson, Sauk Centre 
Economics, Management 
Sarah Jean Nelson, New Ulm 
Political Science 
Tammy Ann Nelson, New Hope 
Elementary Education 
with high distinction 
Gretchen Caitrin Nettleton, Minneapolis 
Biology 
Jennifer Ann Newberry, Sun Prairie, WI 
Elementary Education 
Ravi Emanuel Norman, Lakeville 
Management, Economics 
Robert Loren Norstrem, St.Paul 
English 
Eric John Nyberg, Starbuck 
Psychology 
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Kari Joy Nyberg, Buffalo 
Psychology 
with distinction 
Sarah Ann Nylander, Brooklyn Park 
Theatre Arts, English 
Kari Yang Mi Nyman, Eagan 
Studio Art, Art History 
with distinction 
Erin Moire O' Brien, Elk River 
Studio Art 
Kathryn H. O'Day, Sioux Falls, SD 
Psychology 
with high distinction 
Mitchel Theodore Olson, Fergus Falls 
*English 
Ross Marlow Olson, Wadena 
Management 
Dominic K. Orella, Hudson, WI 
Computer Science 
Diaa Seif Al-Nasr Osman, Al Giza, Egypt 
Biology 
Nicole Shana Pahl, Graceville 
Elementary Education 
with distinction 
Thomas Eric Pahl, Hancock 
Biology 
with distinction 
Carolina Pallares, Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Political Science, Spanish 
Jason Michael Palmiter, Bloomington 
Elementary Education 
Gregory Robert Pauling, Lakefield 
Biology 
Sarah Jane Peach, Waterville 
Computer Science 
Lynne Sandra Penke, Wendell 
Spanish, Latin American Area Studies 
Sandra M Penke, Wendell 
Latin American Area Studies 
with distinction 
Leah Rae Perish, Browerville 
Elementary Education 
Jason Paul Perkins, LeSueur 
Political Science 
Kendra Robyn Perry, Stillwater 
English 
Theresa Marie Pertz, Stillwater 
Management, Economics 
with high distinction 
Pamela E. Peterson, Appleton 
Liberal Arts for the Human Services, Sociology 
Viet-Chau Cao Pham, St. Anthony 
Political Science 
with distinction 
Aaron Marshall Pierson, Shoreview 
Theatre Arts 
Steven A. Pinex, Chicago, IL 
English 
Stephanie A. Pippo, Coon Rapids 
English, Speech Communication 
with distinction 
Dale Francis Plasek, Hinckley 
*Music 
with distinction 
Vicki Lee Pogatchnik, Avon 
Elementary Education 
Noemi C. Polendo, Eagle Pass, TX 
*Spanish 
Kelvin Artcis Polite, Flint, MI 
Sociology 
Deborah Lynne Porta, Eden Prairie 
History 
Shawn Christopher Pritchett, Pipestone 
Economics 
with high distinction 
Matthew David Rabinovitch, Minneapolis 
History 
Michael Ronald Radke, Gaylord 
Speech Communication 
with high distinction 
Mitchell L. Reierson, Fosston 
Computer Science 
Nicole Jean Reinarz, Mizpah 
Biology 
Bryan John Remmele, Redwood Falls 
Political Science 
Anne Elizabeth Resler, St. Paul 
Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
Sarah A. Retka, Lesueur 
Computer Science 
Sara Beth Rickaby, Lino Lakes 
Psychology, Spanish 
Chad Hollister Ritchie, St. Louis Park 
Management 
Molly Eleanor Robertson, Pierre, SD 
Psychology, Biology 
Anne Elizabeth Robinson, Richfield 
Elementary Education 
David Joseph Rock, North St. Paul 
Chemistry 
Chris Joel Rodriguez, Monticello 
Spanish 
Jaron Jason Roering, Freeport 
Management, Economics 
with distinction 
Robert LeRoy Rogholt, Fergus Falls 
Social Science 
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John S. Rolbiecki, Minneota 
Economics.Management 
James H. Rolfs, Browerville 
Economics, Management, Mathematics 
with high distinction 
Anna Christine Ronhovde, Barrett 
Political Science 
Amy Lynn Roorda-Albrecht, Ypsilanti, ND 
*Chemistry 
Christopher J. Roufs, Loretto 
History, Theatre Arts 
with high distinction 
with honors 
Chad James Roza, Omaha, NE 
Economics, Management 
with high distinction 
Nathan D. Ryan, Shakopee 
Computer Science, Mathematics 
with high distinction 
Dana M. Salk, Rochester 
Mathematics 
Sara Ann Sanasack, Graceville 
Management 
Ryan ~hane Sandell, Buffalo 
Economics, Management 
Cynthia L. Sanford, Wever, IA 
French, Area: Anthropology 
Davin I. Sannes, Rose Lake 
English 
Susan Christine Schleder, Sebeka 
*Music 
with high distinction 
Kay Lynn Schmidt, Bloomington 
Elementary Education 
with distinction 
Stephanie Jayne Schmidt, Long Lake 
English, Speech Communication 
Sadie Louise Schmit, Plymouth 
Elementary Education 
David John Schmitz, Brookfield, WI 
History 
Shannon M Schmitz, Parkers Prairie 
Psychology, Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
Stefanie Elaine Schrump, Springfield 
Biology 
Andrea Jean Schueler, Willmar 
*English, Spanish 
with high distinction 
Emily Margaret Schultz, Apple Valley 
Psychology 
Matthew Donald Schultz, Mora 
Biology 
with distinction 
Kalynn Marie Schulz, Sioux Falls, SD 
Psychology 
Andrew Robert Schulze, Phoenix, AZ 
Management 
Corina Mashall Schwartz, Lake Elmo 
Liberal Arts for the Human Services, Sociology 
Jill Rebecca Scott, Buffalo 
Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
Ryan Scott, Stillwater 
Biology, Chemistry 
with distinction 
with honors 
Amy Ruth Selvius, Anoka 
English, j\rea: Anthropology 
Candice Michelle Seppa Arroyo, Virginia 
English 
Holly Ann Serbus, Belgrade 
German, English, European Studies 
Ryan Micheal Setterstrom, Northfield 
Biology 
Judith Ann Sims, Morris 
Sociology, *Social Science 
Area: Anthropology 
William James Skerbitz, Cotton 
*Music, Mathematics 
with distinction 
Amy Lorene Skog, St. Paul 
Spanish, Sociology 
with distinction 
Jason Russell Skradski, Ely 
Speech Communication 
Michelle Lynn Sletto, Brandon 
Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
Brian Richard Smalkoski; Ham Lake 
Geology 
with distinction 
Karla Danielle Smith, St. Francis 
Elementary Education 
Michael D. Smith, Belle Plaine 
Biology 
Sarah Jane Smith, Annandale 
*Music 
Cynthia Ann Solvie, Watkins 
Elementary Education 
Reid Michael Sorenson, New Brighton 
Management, Economics 
with distinction 
Shawn Michael Spoden, Hutchinson 
Chemistry 
Christopher Matthew Staples, Alexandria 
Management, Economics 
Samuel John Stein, Glenwood 
*Music 
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Rebecca Kim Stolt, Gaylord 
Psychology, Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
Ryan David Stotesbery, Clinton 
*Social Science 
Jennifer Maria Streff, Canby 
Speech Communication 
Denise Eileen Strege, Cyrus 
Psychology, Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
Amy Elizabeth Struve, Waterville 
Biology 
Matthew Scott Sturm, Springfield 
Economics, Management 
Benjamin James Swanson, Lakeville 
Psychology, History 
with high distinction 
Corey Henry Tabbert, Parkers Prairie 
Biology 
with distinction 
Matthew Mark Thoen, Sioux Falls, SD 
Psychology 
Erin Elizabeth Thomas, Chaska 
Elementary Education 
Tonya J. Thuringer, Parkston, SD 
Speech Communication 
Courtney Ann Tomlinson, Kerkhoven 
*Studio Art 
Stephanie Ann Torgerson, Bismarck, ND 
Elementary Education 
Michael Ryan Trosvig, Fergus Falls 
English 
Sherry Ann Turk, Bird Island 
Speech Communication 
James Earl Van Alstine, Morris 
Geology 
Lisa Marie Van Maldeghem, Detroit Lakes 
English 
Andrea Margaret VanEngelenhoven, West Fargo, ND 
Studio Art, Art History 
with high distinction 
Sara Steen Van tries, Woodbury 
Geology 
Ryan Oscar Vettleson, Moorhead 
History, English · 
with high distinction 
with honors 
Ruth Irene Virkus, Gilbert 
Theatre Arts 
with distinction 
Jennifer Elizabeth Vogt, Palisade 
Sociology, Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
with high distinction 
with honors 
Carrie Ann Wacker, Pierz 
Psychology 
, I 
Wen-Hong Wang, Taipei, Taiwan 
Mathematics, Spanish 
with high distinction 
Seth Jon Webster, Sauk Rapids 
*Biology 
Lisa Jo Wehking, Morris 
Elementary Education 
with distinction 
Martin Daniel Weiland, Brainerd 
Psychology 
with distinction 
Sondra Ann Weisel, Farwell 
Biology 
Emily Ethel Welke, Winona 
Elementary Education 
with high distinction 
James Daniel Welter, St. Paul 
Management, Mathematical Economics 
with distinction 
Erik Michael Wetter, Delano 
Biology 
with distinction 
Collin Dale Wick, Fridley 
Chemistry 
Joseph M. Wilde, Dassel 
Mathematics 
Eric Joseph Williams, Apple Valley 
English, History 
with distinction 
Sonja Crystal Winder, Pine River 
Sociology 
Tony Marc Winter, Hoffman 
Economics 
Matthew Christopher Witte, Brooklyn Park 
Management, Economics 
with distinction 
Christine Lynn Woidyla, Upsala 
Biology 
Jennifer Marie Wright, Farmington 
German, Political Science 
with distinction 
Shaune G. Wunder, Portland, OR 
*Theatre Arts 
Michael J. Wytonick, Racine, WI 
Psychology 
May Lee Xiong, St. Paul 
Elementary Education 
with high distinction 
Jesse Bennett Yagotin, San Jose, CA 
Area: Anthropology, Latin American Area Studies 
La Toya Lynette Yarber, New Orleans, LA 
Psychology, Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
Jennifer Anne Y eutter, Fergus Falls 
Psychology, Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
Pascale Zaal, Tonka Bay 
Psychology, Liberal Arts for the Human Services 
Tonia Elizabeth Zehrer, Brooten 
History 
with distinction 
Angela Lynn Zielsdorf, Benson 
Management 
Michael Allan Zwieg, Huron, SD 
Area: Anthropology 
Candidates graduating with high distinction have a grade point average [GPA] of 3.80 or higher; those with distinction have 
a GPA of3.50 to 3.79. Seniors graduating with honors have successfully completed the UMM Honors Program including 
honors courses, honors co- and extracurricular activities, and completed a senior honors project. Participants must earn A's 
for half of their UMM credits. 
*Indicates candidates for Secondary Education Teacher Licensure. 
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Honor Awards 
CHANCELLOR'S AW ARD ....... ..... ... ...... ..... .... ....... ... ... ... ...... .. .... .... .............. .. ...... .... .... .. ...... ...... . Rebecca Stolt, Gaylord 
Presented annually to an outstanding student on the basis of academic excellence and contribution to campus life. The 
Chancellor of the University of Minnesota, Morris makes the selection after consulting with various groups. 
ALLEN W. EDSON A WARD ........ .. .... .. ....... ..... .. ........ .. .... .. ............ .... .... .. .. .... ... .. .. .. .. ... .. ..... Tinisha Davis, San Jose, CA 
Presented annually in recognition of total contribution to campus life. The selection is made by the Executive Board of the 
Morris Campus Student Association, student members of the Campus Assembly, and the faculty. Allen Edson was 
superintendent of the West Central School of Agriculture and Experiment Station on the Morris campus from 194 7 to 1958. 
He joined the staff in 1921 . 
CURTIS H. LARSON AW ARD .... .. .... ... ......... ..... ... ....... ... ......... ..... ........ ... .. ....... ... ... ... Sarah A. Nylander, Brooklyn Park 
Established in honor of the late Curtis H. Larson, the award is automatically conferred upon the graduate chosen as senior 
class speaker. The selection is made by the faculty and the graduating seniors. Mr. Larson, who was the first class speaker 
in 1964, died in an accident while serving with the Peace Corps in Ecuador following his graduation. 
MARY MARTELLE MEMORIAL A WARD .. ...... ........ .. .... ....... ... ..... ... ... Student Recipient - Corina Lopez.El Paso, TX 
Staff Recipient - Bonnie Gulbrandson, Morris 
Presented annually to a student and to a staff member deemed to have made outstanding contributions to the quality of 
campus life at the University of Minnesota, Morris . The award perpetuates the memory of Mary Martelle, senior secretary 
in the Office of Student Activities from 1965 until her death in 1976. 
SCHOLAR OF THE COLLEGE A WARD 
Presented annually to students who have demonstrated distinguished scholarly work by making a valuable contribution to 
one or more disciplines. Nominations are made by the faculty, reviewed by the Functions and Awards Committee, and 
approved by the Assembly. 
Karen L. Allen, St. Paul 
Erika Bailey, Williams 
Marcy Christensen, Danube 
Adrian Daley, Welch 
Tinisha Davis, San Jose, CA 
Patricia Dittel, St. Paul 
William Doering, Wykoff 
Amy Gingrich, Trempealeau, WI 
Siri Hakala, Afton 
Benjamin Hause, Northfield 
Luke Heikkila, Afton 
Laura Kelnhofer, Crystal 
Ryan Krisko, Minnetonka 
Heidi Lindgren, Aitkin 
Cory Loxtercamp 
Marikah Mancini, Kimball 
Lisa Martin, Erwin, SD 
Lora Martin, Erwin, SD 
Mitchell Reierson, Fosston 
James Rolfs, Browerville 
Nathan Ryan, Morris 
Nichole Schneider, Bloomington 
Kalynn Schulz, Sioux Falls, SD 
Jennifer Vogt, Palisade 
AMERICAN INDIAN SALT SPRINGS A WARD. 
Courtney Aitken, Bemidji Tanya Taylor, Mendota Heights 
Lisa Lawrence, Pierre, SD Nicole Twiss, Pine Ridge, SD 
Karen RedEarHorse, Denver, CO Dawn King, Burnsville 
Presented to an outstanding American Indian student on the basis of academic excellence and contribution to the Indian and 
campus community and who will be returning to UMM next year. 
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NATALIE BENOIT MEMORIAL AWARD .. ... ........... ..... ... ..... ... .... .... ...... ........... ... .... ........ .. ... ...... Sarah M. Maki, Cook 
Presented to a junior or senior at the University of Minnesota, Morris who has demonstrated ability and shows promise as 
a serious art student. The award is given by George and Joan Benoit, former Morris residents, in memory of their daughter, 
an art major studying at Penn State at the time of her death in an accident. 
CHRIS BERG MEMORIAL AW ARD .... .... ... ... ................ .. .... ... Marikah Mancini, Kimball & James Rolfs, Browerville 
This award is presented annually to an outstanding senior majoring in economics who has demonstrated academic 
excellence in that field . It is presented by the economics/management faculty of the University of Minnesota, Morris in 
memory of their late colleague. 
ROY GROHS AW ARD ..... ........ .... .. ...... .. .... .... .. .. ........ ...... .. ..... .. .... .. .... ........... ..... ..... ................ . Jessica Forbes, Litchfield 
Presented to an outstanding management or economics junior who has demonstrated academic excellence, provided service 
to the discipline, and who will be returning to the University of Minnesota, Morris . The award is in memory of Roy Grohs, 
member of the first UMM graduating class in 1964 and member of the economics faculty from 1969-1984. 
ARNOLD HENJUM AW ARD ....... ... .... .. .... ..... ..... ..... .. ................ .... .... .................. ..... .. .. ............... Dave Berntson, Duluth 
Presented to a senior athlete on the basis of academic and athletic excellence and integrity. The award is in honor of Arnold 
Henjum, professor of education at UMM from September, 1964, to June, 1992, who made innumerable contributions to 
public education in Minnesota. 
WILLIS KELLY AW ARD ... ........ ..... .. .. .... ... ..... ... ........... .... ....... ... ... .............. ... .. .. .. ... ....... .. ........... Erika Bailey, Williams 
Presented annually to a senior woman athlete who most exemplifies the spirit of competition in women's athletics at the 
University of Minnesota, Morris . The award is in memory of Willis Kelly, a physical education coach and athletic director 
at UMM for more than 20 years . She became the first director of women ' s athletics in 1975 and served as director of men's 
and women' s athletics from 1982 until her retirement in 1987. 
JAY Y. ROS HAL A WARD .. ...... ... ... ......... ..... .... .... .. .. .. .. ................ .. .. .......... .. .. .. ... ....... ... ...... .. ...... . Erika Bailey, Williams 
Presented to a senior student majoring in biology at the University of Minnesota, Morris who demonstrates the most promise 
and interest in a career in the biological sciences. The award is in honor of Jay Roshal, professor of biology at UMM from 
1960-1983 and the first chair of the Division of Science and Mathematics. 
WILLIAM R. SCARBOROUGH MEMORIAL AW ARD ..... .. .. .. .. .... ..... .. .... .............. .. ........ ...... May Lee Xiong, St. Paul 
Presented annually to a senior enrolled in either the elementary or secondary education program, the award recognizes a 
student' s demonstrated competence and potential for becoming an outstanding member of the teaching profession. The 
award perpetuates the memory of William Scarborough who joined the UMM faculty in 1966 and made many contributions 
to UMM and to public education in Minnesota. 
SPS CHEMISTRY AW ARD .... ... ... .... ...... .. ...... ........ ....... .... ............ .... .......... ... ..... .. ...... ... ........ . Ryan Krisko, Minnetonka 
Inaugurated in 1996, this award is to be given annually to a senior chemistry major who has demonstrated outstanding 
Scholarship, Potential and Service in Chemistry. 
WALL STREET JOURNAL AW ARD ....... ...... .. ..... ........ .. .............. .......... .. ......... ....... ..... .. .. .... Shawn Pritchett, Pipestone 
Presented to an outstanding senior majoring in economics who has shown individual initiative through independent study, 
directed study projects and honors courses, and provided service to the discipline. 
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Additional Honors 
AMERICAN MOCK TRIAL ASSOCIATION 
Twelve members of the UMM Mock Trial Team participated in the American Mock Trial Association national competition 
in St. Paul , receiving All-American certificates. 
Garrett Ashburn, Dassel 
Julie Brotzler, Big Lake 
Megan Dahlby, Bemidji 
Bill Fletcher, Glenwood 
Lynnae Glieden, Belgrade 
Jodi Hegel, Richfield 
Adam Johnson, Menagha 
Sarah Johnston, Mazeppa 
Lisa Kliber, Little Falls 
Jason Lina, Cyrus 
Aaron O'Leary, Owatonna 
Kalli Ostlie, Plato 
CRC FRESHMAN CHEMISTRY ACHIEVEMENT A WARD 
This award, honoring a first year student's outstanding performance in a chemistry class, is given by the Chemical Rubber 
Company. 
Douglas Benson - Maple Plain 
Jay Sykes - Elk River 
HONOR ATHLETES 
Selected by a committee of coaches on the basis of academic and athletic achievement, nominees must have a grade point 
average of 3.0 or higher. 
Men's Honor Athlete - Matt Witte, Brooklyn Park 
Women's Honor Athlete - Josie Hoffman, Starbuck 
MINORITY MENTORSHIP PROGRAM 
Participants in the mentorship program are paired one-on-one with a faculty mentor based on similarities between the 
mentor's data profile and the scholar' s intended academic major, career or personal interests with the ultimate goal of 
fostering maximum achievement of personal , academic, and professional potential for the scholar. Students were paired 
with faculty/staff as follows : 
Melissa Anderson, St. Paul: Eric Klinger 
Daniel Barbosa, St. Paul: Andy Lopez 
Lindsay Bogardus, West Fargo, ND: Van Gooch 
Amy Huston, Luverne: Judy Daniel 
Kellie Jewett, Eagle Butte, SD: Mike Miller 
Courtney Miller, Hendrum: Gordon McIntosh 
Paul Parker, New Orleans, LA: Pareena Lawrence 
Elizabeth Quan, Richfield: Roger Echols 
Andrea Richardson, Memphis, TN: Craig Kissack 
Friendly Vang, St. Paul: Paula O'Laughlin 
L'tisha Vaughn, Chicago, IL: Shannon Hodges 
MORRIS ACADEMIC PARTNERS 
In recognition of the value of academic employment to the intellectual development of students and for the opportunity to 
assist faculty members in their work, this program awards year-long stipends to academically talented third-year students. 
These students will undertake assignments which will enhance their intellectual competence and increase their interest in 
graduate or professional study. Students were paired with the following faculty/staff members: 
Gretchen Asmus, Litchfield: Katherine Benson Matthew Kelm, Stillwater: Gordon McIntosh 
Heather Augesen, Paynesville: Sun Kahng Beverly Knierim, Pequot Lakes: Margaret 
Lara Bates, Nerstrand: Edith Farrell Kuchenreuther 
Paul Brown, Saint Paul: Bart Finzel and Andrew Larrabee, Stacy: Peter Whelan 
Pareena Lawrence Sean Menke, Edina: Dave Hoppe 
Regina Cesario, Minneapolis: Christopher Cole Wendy Mortensen: Eric Klinger 
Kasandra Church, Brooklyn Park: Wilbert Ahern Tasina Nitzschke, Morris: Greg Thorson 
Bill Doering, Wykoff: Roger Echols Jong S. Park, Seoul, South Korea: Sun Kahng 
Derek Ellingson, Duluth: Bart Finzel and Andrew Posteuca, Apple Valley: Wilbert Ahem 
Pareena Lawrence Ethan Quirt, Eagle Bend: Nancy Mooney 
Marnie Giefer, Nicollet: J.F.P. Cotter Miriam Rea, El Paso, TX: Harold E. Hinds, Jr. 
Amy Gingrich, Trempealeau, WI: Dian Lopez Amber Sellin, Alexandria: Jeffrey Ratliff-Crain 
Karen Graupman, Nicollet: Eric Klinger William Skerbitz, Cotton: Richard Jean Richards 
Brent Heeringa, Worthington: Scott Lewandowski Jeff Thostenson, Montevideo: Andy Lopez 
Florence Hunt, Ghent: Erica Rosch Dan Wolters, Red Wing: Gordon McIntosh 
James Johnson, Fridley: John Bowers 
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MORRIS ADMINISTRATIVE INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 
This program offers to students of high ability and motivation the opportunity to play an important role in the daily 
management of campus programs and offices. Students worked with the individuals listed following their name. 
Kim Adams, Coon Rapids: Engin Sungur Joanna Monson, Gibbon : Judy Korn 
Jason Anderson, Fergus Falls: Nie McPhee Ron Morris: Tom Mahoney and William Stewart 
Nathan Anderson: Roseau: James Olson Jennifer Newberry, Sun Prairie, WI: Shannon Hodges 
Karen Ball , Hutchinson: John Bowers Linda Rasmusson, Ada: Maddy Maxeiner 
Christian Borden, Saint Paul: Karen Ellis Maureen Sheehan, White Bear Lake: NorrineOstrowski 
Nathan Brewster, Saint Cloud: Dave Aronson and Amy Skeate, Saint Cloud: Judy Riley 
Doug Kuenn Miranda Swanson, Pipestone: Joan Reicosky and 
David Brinkman, Paynesville: Julie Patterson-Pratt Maddy Maxeiner 
Mike Carlson, Brainerd: Judy Riley Samuel Tokheim, Dawson: Tom McRoberts and 
Janine Diedrich, Warren: Erica Rosch Sharon VanEps 
Calantha Evans, Morris: Craig Kissack and Gerardo Vazquez, Chicago: Erica Rosch 
Judy Kuechle Mark Wagner, Prairie Du Sac, WI: Sandy Olson-Loy 
Stephen Fraley, Plymouth: Jooinn Lee Chris Wenner, Faith, SD: Rod Oto 
Jennifer Golla, Luverne: Rod Oto Matthew Whitehill , White Bear Lake: Sandy Olson-
Laura Higgins, Annandale: John Bowers Loy 
Benjamin Hollingsworth, Morris: Clyde Johnson Andrea Wojtanowicz, Rice: Dwight Purdy 
Jennifer Hopper, Morris: Benjamin Winchester Jennifer Wright, Farmington: Jooinn Lee 
Victoria Jensen, Hamel: LeAnn Dean Bryan Wuertz, Minneapolis: Ferolyn Angell 
Kevin Johnson, Virginia: John Bowers Shawne Wynne, Chicago, IL: David Wuolu 
Laura Kelnhofer, Crystal: Vivian Heltemes May Lee Xiong, Saint Paul: Tom McRoberts and 
Monique Knierim, Rochester: John Bowers Sharon Van Eps 
Sarah Konkler, Owatonna: Edith Farrell Jennifer Zick, Morris: Carol Mccannon 
Dorothy Lange, Fergus Falls: Gary Donovan 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS OF SINGING 
Seven UMM students competed in the regional auditions of the National Association of Teachers of Singing. Rebecca 
Hachfeld of Faribault, Minnesota, advanced to the semi-finals. The other six are: 
Frederick Ballew, Richfield Patricia Dorn, Glenwood 
Kathryn Buckle, Tyler Chad Van Heel, Clarissa 
Kim Carlson, Morris Susan Schleder, Sebeka 
UMM HONORS PROGRAM 
The following seniors will be completing their UMM education with participation in the Honors Program, which requires 
the successful completion of one honors course per year, participation in six honors co- and extracurricular activities per 
year, and the completion of a senior honors project. Participants must earn the grade of A for half of their UMM credits. 
Christina Anderson, Eden Prairie Marikah Mancini, Kimball 
Jody Blindauer, Cavour, SD Christofer Roufs, Loretto 
Anna Bosch, Plymouth Ryan Scott, Stillwater 
Amy Gingrich, Trempealeau, WI Ryan Vettleson, Moorhead 
Victoria Jensen, Hamel Jennifer Vogt, Palisade 
Laura Kelnhofer, Crystal 
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UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM 
The UROP program affords students a chance to perform independent research with UMM faculty members out of a 
classroom setting. Students have a chance to gain research skills, similar to those needed for graduate and post-graduate 
studies; faculty receive valuable assistance in their own research interests. 
Rebecca Alford, Lacrosse, WI Laura Madsen, LaCrescent 
Jason Anderson, Fergus Falls Marikah Mancini, Kimball 
Marcy Christiansen, Danube Neil Mattson, Aitkin 
Adrian Daley, Welch Carolin Merkle, Minnetonka 
Patricia Dittel, St. Paul Jeanie Refsnider, Coon Rapids 
Benjamin Hause, Northfield Mitchell Reierson, Fosston 
Nick Hopper, Elk River Nathan Ryan, Shakopee 
Kristin Kaster, Brooklyn Park Kalynn Schulz, Morris 
Christy Kolle, Apple Valley Thane Underdahl, Jamestown, ND 
Joseph Lee, Bloomington James Van Alstine, Morris 
Jason Lina, Cyrus Amy Warthesen, Roseville 
Cory Loxtercamp, Paynesville Jennifer Wright, Farmington 
WINCHELL A WARD 
Awarded by the Minnesota Academy of Science for an outstanding undergraduate presentation of a student's research at 
the annual meeting of the Academy. Heidi Lindgren, Aitkin, received the award for the best paper in the Geology Section. 
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Congratulations! The UMM Alumni Association welcomes you as alumni on this important occasion. 
During your time at UMM you have established relationships with fellow classmates, faculty and staff that you 
will cherish throughout your life. The Alumni Association will help you maintain those relationships in a variety 
of ways. We will communicate with you about the campus on a consistent basis through Profile, our quarterly 
publication. Watch for alumni events on campus and, depending upon where you Ii ve, there may be opportunities 
for you to meet with fellow alumni and UMM representatives as they visit your area. 
~ +; C..:1 polid CIY1. ~ _ 
UMM alumni also have a tradition of 'giving back' to their alma mater. This past year alumnii1ui 011 behalf ~di. u 
gf the expanded Science Building and Regienal--Fi:tness Center;"fflt¥e served as mentors to students, and assisted ~ 
them in locating jobs and internships. By making contributions to the campus through Alumni Annual Giving a-<=-,, 
-:, the Alumni Association ~ holarships to students, m;;i'Ws ~anthropic gifts to student organizations, 
and recognize/, faculty by funding the UMM Alumni Association Teaching Award. 
L . cs o ~,,,r,--,u- .sULJ::;, 
The UMM Alumni Association is a non-dues paying organization. All _:;t:j::t: are lifelong members and 
become part of UMM' s proud tradition of ahtMHi a<;:hievement, service and loyalty, which play an important part 
in the success of UMM. ~
Congratulations to you, the most recent graduates of the UMM family. I encourage you to maintain your close 
ties with this campus and look forward to active involvement from you. Please stay in touch. 
Vivian Heltemes '77 
UMM Director of Alumni Relations 
(320) 589-6067 heltemes@caa.mrs.umn.edu 
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'98 Seniors' Graduate and Professional School Plans 
While the post-commencement plans of many of our seniors have not been completed, the following have indicated that 
next year they plan to attend these graduate and professional schools, many of them with graduate fellowships or 
assistantships. Others have been accepted to graduate or professional schools with attendance deferred for one or two years. 
Angela Dahlager, Benson, will be working with the Battered Women Program in Willmar, Minnesota as she 
continues her education seeking licensure in Chemical Dependency Counseling. 
Robert Kess, Litchfield, will attend the University of Minnesota School of Dentistry in the fall of 1998. 
Heidi Lindgren, Aitkin, will be attending graduate school at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. 
Cory Loxtercamp, Paynesville, will be attending the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, College of Veterinary 
Medicine. 
Marikah Mancini, Kimball, will pursue her Ph.D. in Economics and Agricultural Economics at Purdue University. 
Jeremy Mattson, Lake Park, will be attending graduate school at North Dakota State University next year to pursue 
a degree in Agricultural Economics. 
Shannon Maurer, South Haven, will be attending the University of Illinois at Springfield to pursue a Master's 
Degree in Community Arts Management. 
Faith Middleton, Stillwater, will be attending graduate school at the University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, 
pursuing her M.A. in Social Work. 
Kari Joy Nyberg, Buffalo, will spend some time in the Czech Republic as a member of the EL TAP program and 
upon her return will attend graduate school pursuing her M.A. in Art Therapy. 
Jaron J. Roering, Freeport, will be employed as a credit analyst at U.S. Bankcorp in St. Paul while he attends the 
University of St.Thomas as a student in the MBA program. 
Nathan Ryan, Morris, will attend the University of Colorado at Boulder pursuing a Ph.D. in Computer Science with 
an emphasis on software programming. 
Matt Schultz, Mora, will be attending the University of Minnesota, Duluth, Medical School. 
Tonya Thuringer, Parkston, SD, will attend Arizona State University pursuing her Master of Mass Communication 
degree. 
Andrea Van Engelenhaven, West Fargo, ND, will be attending Western Michigan University in the Master ofFine 
Arts program for sculpture. 
Ryan Vettleson, Moorhead, will be attending the University of Minnesota Law School. 
Martin Weiland, Brainerd, will enroll in the Industrial/Organizational Psychology graduate program at MSU. 
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About the University of Minnesota, Morris 
This year marks the thirty-third commencement ceremonies. Since 1964, when 61 members of UMM' s first graduating 
class were awarded their degrees, the Morris campus has conferred more than 8,000 degrees . 
Although the University of Minnesota, Morris as a liberal arts institution is only 38 years old, the campus has been the 
site of educational programs for more than one hundred years. The present campus was first used by the Sacred Heart 
Mission Indian industrial boarding school, beginning in 1887, a federal government Indian school (1897), and the West 
Central School of Agriculture ( 1910), a secondary boarding school for rural youth, which operated for more than 50 years. 
In 1959 the University Regents voted to open a four-year liberal arts institution on the Morris campus. The first 238 
students arrived in the fall of 1960. From the outset UMM was planned to serve not only the population of west central 
Minnesota, but also was to provide an opportunity for students throughout the state who sought a University of Minnesota 
undergraduate liberal education in a small college setting. The guiding principles of selective admission, controlled 
growth, and academic excellence ,in a residential campus atmosphere have not changed for more than three decades. 
UMM's strength as a liberal arts institution comes primarily from its focused mission which provides a rigorous liberal 
arts program; a select, intellectually gifted student body; and a faculty dedicated to teaching, to personal contact with 
students, and to research often involving student participation 
In 1998, with an enrollment of 1908 students and 120 teaching faculty, the campus attracts students from throughout 
Minnesota and more than 20 other states and foreign countries. UMM offers bachelor of arts degrees in 27 majors and 
is consistently rated as one of the nation's top public liberal arts campuses, in such publications as Changing Times and 
Peterson's Guide to Competitive Colleges. 
On the front cover: 
The Regents' Seal was adopted by the Board of Regents in 1939 as the corporate seal of the University of Minnesota. 
The Latin motto, "Commune Vinculum Omnibus Artibus," means "a common bond for all the arts." The lamp represents 
the-metaphysical sciences; the telescope, the physical sciences; the plow, the industrial arts; and the palette and brushes, 
the fihe arts. 
The University of Minnesota is committed to the policy that all persons shall have access to its programs, facilities, and 
employment without regard to race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex. age, marital status, disability, public 
assistance status, veteran status, or sexual orientation. 

